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PRESS RELEASE
Inno at Orgatec fair 21st – 25th October 2014
Inno will be presenting the following novelties at the Orgatec fair in Cologne, Germany: The wooden small chair Julie, Box Wood and
Flip folding table are all representing the recently introduced concept “Cozy Office” for friendly environments. Additionally, Taivu easy
chair, Intro chair with armrests along with the new, totally wooden version of the stackable Lab chair and bar version of Lab can be
experienced at Inno’s stand N-020 in hall 10.2.

JULIE design Julie Tolvanen
Julie is the result of a persistent design process where curved veneer slats form a beautiful back and armrests for this
light looking, almost sculpural wooden small chair for dining and meeting purposes. Available with or without seat
upholstery.

BOX WOOD design Harri Korhonen
Box Wood with wooden legs and soft appearance is a new version of the Box sofa system. Firstly, the benches that
come in different widths and lengths are presented as part of the Cozy Office concept to be followed with the sofas.

FLIP design Harri Korhonen
Flip is a new wooden folding table for lecture, meeting and restaurant surroundings. It has a classic, warm look with a
modern twist.

TAIVU design Mikko Laakkonen
Taivu is a light and youthful, totally upholstered lounge chair for lobbies and waiting areas. Taivu Lounge is a generous
and comfortable chair seasoned a little with classic shapes. Taivu is a new series of chairs that are easily tailored to fit
different public interiors as well as homes. Firstly, the easy chair is launched and later a meeting chair version.
INTRO design Ari Kanerva
The armrest version of Intro contains a distinct spirit that is suitable also for conference milieus. Intro is a stackable
wooden chair for use in a variety of public and private spaces like dining rooms. At first sight Intro looks simple but it’s
designed with a lot of attention to detail. The unique design combined with ergonomic proportions make it suitable for
use in different purposes alone, in a group or around a table. Available with an upholstered seat and/or back.

LAB WOOD & BAR design Harri Korhonen
Lab Wood is a new, totally wooden version of the stackable Lab chair. The softness of the chair has been created
through a plain quilted seat. As continuation to the cozy convention of the Lab table and chair series, Lab Bar chair is
also introduced. Additionally, Lab Z chair with a height adjustment mechanism and wheels or glides along with Lab X
with a four-star cross-leg are available with or without armrests. Lab table is a casual meeting or dining table, available
as an individual or a modular version that can be extended endlessly. Now also available in round shape!
AURA design Mikko Laakkonen
Aura chair L is the newest member of the award-winning Aura family. With its higher back, the sympathetic lounge chair
fits naturally together with the Aura sofa. The chair is also available with a slightly lower back, which gives the person
sitting in it a better view of their surroundings. Mix the sofa and the different chairs together to form harmonious and
cozy Aura groups or use the products separately. The chairs can also be used as side chairs. Due to its high back the
tempting Aura sofa works also as a divider. The disclosed structure gives Aura a characteristic identity. Aura was
awarded the red dot: best of the best 2013 design award for its elaborate and innovative design.

KOLA design Mikko Laakkonen
Kola Lounge X is a swiveling lounge chair. The aesthetically and weight wise light family of chairs fit both public and
private modern interiors. The seat, manufactured of 100% recyclable polyester felt, is part of the supporting
construction. It has also great acoustic absorption capacities. The upholstered cushion gives extra comfort and allows
the use of playful colours. The Kola chairs are fire resistant and easy to clean. The Kola family includes an easy chair, a
rocking chair, a meeting or dining chair with different leg options and a stacking small chair with or without armrests, or
with a crossleg for meeting applications. Kola has been awarded with red dot award: product design 2012, Fennia Prize
2012 and Good Design Award 2010.
BONDO design Harri Korhonen
The Bondo tables have started to live a life of their own. The table was originally designed as part of the Bondo sofa
series, available in two sizes and heights. The light structure, beveled table top edge and soft shape create an aerial
impression. The tables overlap each other slightly which allows for organic layouts. After several customer requests for
new sizes the table series is now growing with two longer versions and a small side table to be used as a laptop or
writing table in groups that consists of sofas and armchairs.
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